Abstract
Introduction
Recognition is a recurrent topic in computer vision.
Existing methods can be divided into two categories. The first one uses global descriptors, that is descriptors are computed for the entire image [lo, 181. The second one uses local characteristics and spatial relations between them [3, 6, 11, 131.
The second category is more appropriate t o recognize a query image which can be a part of a model image or can be modified (rotated, scaled, seen from a different viewpoint, . . .). Furthermore, methods of this category are robust to occlusion and varying background and allow recognition of multiple objects.
In this paper we present a probabilistic model for the second category. It is generic, that is completely independent of the local characteristics as well as the nature of the spatial relations. It takes into account the variability of local descriptors, their saliency as well as the probability of spatial configurations. It is structured to clearly separate the probability of pointwise matches, the density of the descriptors in the database and the spatial coherence of sets of matches.
Using a probabilistic model has several advantages. Firstly, it makes recognition more robust as uncertainties are naturally integrated into the model. Secondly, it avoids immediate decisions that is the model is independent of intermediate thresholds. This allows t o make irreversible commitments as late as possible. Moreover, different weights can be attributed to individual characteristics.
Recently probabilistic methods have been used to determine best candidates. However, none of the existing methods completely models the recognition process (cf. section 1.1). Moreover, they don't show the gain obtained by adding a probabilistic model. This gain is measured here; experiments compare the addition of a probabilistic model to an existing method (131. This method computes local photometric signatures (greyvalue invariants) a t interest points. Spatial coherence is based on comparing angles of neighboring points.
Previous Work
Several authors have developed probabilistic models for methods based on global descriptors. For example, Moghaddam [8] Shimshoni [16] uses local geometric descriptors (angles and length ratios). He models the theoretical probability of a correspondence based on the viewing sphere. Furthermore, he computes the pose for a set of correspondences. The probability of a hypothesized model is increased if spatial coherence (pose) is verified. Compared to our model Shimshoni neither models the frequency of his descriptors nor uses the coherence of hypotheses. Moreover, his spatial relation is global and no photometric information is used.
Overview of the paper
Section 2 describes the probabilistic model. The existing retrieval algorithm as well as implementation details for the probabilistic version are presented in section 3. Section 4 shows the gain obtained when comparing the probabilistic model to the existing retrieval algorithm. In section 5 we discuss the potential extensions of this work. The order in the set is arbitrary.
Probabilistic model

Definition and notations
For example
is the first element in the ordered set C ( D l ( Q ) ) . It indicates that there is a correspondence between the descriptors D1 ( Q ) and
In general, there is more than one correspondence per descriptor. Different matching hypotheses are therefore obtained. A hypothesis is the combination of one correspondence per descriptor of the query im- 
Probability of a model
Given a query image, we want to find the most dmilar model image, i.e. the model image with the highest probability P(M,IQ). If a query image is represented by the set of all possible hypotheses, the probability
P(M,IQ) can be expressed by P(Mm13-1).
When using the set of all hypotheses ' H, the most probable model emerges by the number of evidences for this model. Another possibility is to use the hypothesis with the highest probability. However, experimental results show that the performance of a mixtching method is not as good as using a set of hypotheses.
Using Bayes theorem, P(M,I'H) can be rewritten
We can assume that all hypotheses and all models are independent and then obtain :
The probability of all model images P ( M m ) can be assumed equal. The key problem is therefore to compute P(HhIMm). This probability should take into account :
0 the global coherence of the hypothesis (Ph) 0 the quality of its correspondences (Pc) 0 the spatial coherence of the corresponding descriptors (Ps)
The probability P(HhlMm) is then the product of three (independent) probabilities :
The computation of these three probabilities are detailed in the following sections.
Probability of a hypothesis
The probability of a hypothesis measures the global coherence of a hypothesis. A hypothesis is more coherent if it involves fewer models. If it involves many models, it is likely that this hypothesis contains correspondences due to clutter or false correspondences. This probability is independent of a given model.
# m o d e l s
Ph(HhIM,) = Ph(Hh) = ewhere #models is the number of different models in Hh and Ph is a normalization factor
Probability of correspondences
The probability of a correspondence depends on the similarity of the matched descriptors as well as on their saliency. The similarity measure is based on the distance of the two corresponding descriptors. Saliency expresses the frequency of the descriptors. The smaller the frequency, the higher is the probability of a correspondence.
The different correspondences of a hypothesis are independent. We then obtain for Pc (HhlM,) : The probability of a correspondence given a model
can only be computed if the correspondence matches a descriptor of M,. The probability of a correspondence is then the product of two (independent) probabilities (similarity PCs and frequency Pes). If the correspondence represents a false The probability of frequency for a descriptor is the ratio of the number of the correspondences with the model M , over the total number of correspondences. It is defined by :
Probability of configurations
The probability of configurations computes the similarity of spatial configurations between a hypothesis and a model. This probability can be determined from global or semi-local configurations. To be robust to projective transformations, semi-local configurations have been used, since they are a first order approximation of a projective transformation.
Probabilities of different image locations are not independent, but are assumed to be for simplicity of computation. We then obtain d Given a correspondence C , ( D i ( Q ) ) and a model M,, the spatial configuration is defined by the n neighbors in the subset of correspondences with the model M,.
The probability is defined by the sim- The probability of similarity should take into account the statistical distribution of a descriptor. We have chosen to use the Mahalanobis distance d i s t M .
For two descriptors Di and Dj, this distance is defined
The covariance matrix A takes into account the variability of the descriptors, i.e. their uncertainty. The covariance matrix is estimated from the data as described in section 3.1. The probability of similarity is then defined by :
where Bc is a normalization factor
The probability that two angles are the same is -= e n is used for normalization such that P, and P, are of the same magnitude. ,Bs is a normalization factor.
Image retrieval algorithms
In this section we first present an existing method for recognition based on a voting algorithm. This method is briefly described (for more details see [13]).
We then explain how to replace the voting mechanism by our probabilistic model. This induces a small change on the use of spatial configurations. Implementation details are given.
Voting approach
Local intensity invariants are used as image descriptors. These invariants are computed a t interest points. Such an approach allows to differentiate between many objects in the case of partial visibility, similarity transformations, extraneous features, and small perspective deformations. The steps of the algorithm are detailed in the following : 2) Descriptors are 9 dimensional vectors of intensity invariants which describe the local neighborhood of an interest point. Intensity invariants are combinations of local intensity derivatives [5] . The invariants used here are limited to third order. To deal with scale changes, the vector of invariants is computed a t several scales [19] . Our characterization is now invariant to similarity transformations which are additionally quasi-invariant to 3D projections [I] . 3) Correspondences are determined by comparing descriptors. Similarity of two invariant vectors is quantified using the Mahalanobis distance distM. Descriptors with a distance measure below a threshold correspond. In order to obtain accurate results for the distance, it is important to have a representative covariance matrix A which takes into account signal noise, luminance variations, as well as imprecision of the interest point location. As a theoretical computation seems impossible to derive given realistic hypotheses, it is estimated statistically here by tracking interest points in image sequences.
To avoid an exhaustive comparison of the descriptors of the query image with all the descriptors of the database, an indexing technique is used. This technique is based on a variant of a k-d tree. It leads to a very efficient recognition. The mean retrieval time for our database containing 1020 objects (see figure 1) is less than 5 seconds on a UltraSparc 30. 4) Spatial coherence is used to reduce the number of correspondences. A correspondence is only kept if a percentage of neighboring points matches and respects the geometric constraints (angles). For our experiments, the number of neighbouring points n is set to 5 and angles are geometrically consistent if they don't vary by more than 0,2 radian. We require that a t least 50% of the neighbors respect these constraints. 5) Voting selects the most similar model for a given query image Q. The idea is to sum over the nuniber of times each model is selected in the set of correspondences. For each model M k , T ( k ) represents this sum :
d^ is the number of descriptors of the query image and IC (D,(Q) )I is the number of correspondences for a given descriptor.
To obtain a comparable measure the vector T ( k ) is normalized by the total number of votes (CF=l ~( k ) ) .
The model that is selected most often, that is the model with the highest score T ( k ) , is considered t o be the most similar model image.
Probabilistic approach
The probabilistic approach uses the same image locations (l), descriptors (2) and correspondences (3) as the approach described in the previous section. Spatial coherence(4) are no longer used to reduce the number of correspondences, but are integrated in the computation of probabilities. The probabilities are computed as described in section 2. The most similar model is the one with the highest probability. The normalization factors necessary for the cornputation of the probabilities have been estimated over a large set of test images. ,& is estimated to 30 and ,9, to 8 degrees. pc equals the threshold of the Mahalanobis distance which is set to 6. The E , and cs are set to 1/e which corresponds to distM (D,(Q) , D3(h/lm)) == pc Due to the large number of hypotheses it is not feasible to compute the probabilities of all hypotheses. On average 100 points are extracted for a query image and 10 correspondences are obtained for each point, that is there are 10'O0 hypotheses. We therefore use a heuristic to select hypotheses. For our experiments 2000 hypotheses are examined. Experiments have shown that this number is sufficient. Using more hypotheses does not significantly influence the results, that is scores and ranking order of the models. Yet, selection of the hypotheses has shown to be very important. Hypotheses which aren't selected contain mainly wrong correspondences and therefore don't increase the probability of any model.
Experimental results
This section displays the gain obtained by adding a probabilistic model. Experimental results for a large database clearly show the improvement : the recognition rate increases for a set of test images ancl the scores are more distinctive. 
Experimental setup
The database used for our experiments contains 1020 images : 200 paintings, 100 aerial images and 720 images of 3D objects (see figure 1 ). 3D objects include the Columbia database. In the case of a planar object, an object is represented by one image in the database. This is also the case for nearly planar objects as for aerial images. A 3D object has to be represented by images taken from different viewpoints. Images are stored in the database with 20 degrees viewpoint changes. image is shown in figure 3 . A 3D object is in front of cluttered background and the pose is different from the one stored in the database (by 10 degrees).
Comparison of the two methods
Experiments first show that the recognition rate increases for the test set of 100 aerial images (taken from Figure 4 compares the two methods: the existing method ("vote") and the probabilistic approach ("proba"). The recognition rate is given for different sizes of the query image. This recognition rate is the percentage of correct retrieval over the total number of query images (100). Correct retrieval means that the most similar model is the one which corresponds to the query image. The score of the probabilistic method is clearly more distinctive. This makes such a score more appropriate for automatic thresholding. This is very important if we don't know whether the object is contained in the database and in the presence of multiple objects in the scene. 
Conclusion and discussion
We have derived and implemented a structured probabilistic model for recognition. This model integrates the uncertainty of the data as well as its distinctiveness. Results improve significantly when adding our probabilistic model to an existing recognition algorit hm.
The presented model seems appropriate to rescognize classes of objects. In this case it is important to capture the appropriate variability of a descriptor and to use the saliency of descriptors to select the ones which best represent an object class. The probabilistic model can also be used to select the most salient image locations. Other potential extensions include a reduction of the size of the database by using only the most discriminant points.
